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Projects In Knowledge® Launches Free iPhone® App of Living Medical
TextbookNeurology: Multiple Sclerosis 2010 Edition

Up-to-Date MS Education and Information at Clinicians’ Fingertips at the Point of Care or
Anywhere

Little Falls, NJ (PRWEB) May 18, 2010 -- Projects In Knowledge (www.projectsinknowledge.com), a fully
accredited provider of continuing medical education (CME/CE) activities, has achieved new status as an
approved iPhone application developer. The company has just launched Living Medical Textbook Neurology:
Multiple Sclerosis 2010 Edition as a free iPhone app, offering physicians and other clinicians added
convenience and on-the-go access to this high-quality CME/CE activity and reference tool.

With its move to the iPhone platform, this important educational program becomes an even more timely,
convenient, and dynamic daily resource in the clinician’s workflow, at the point of care or anywhere. “Living
Medical Textbook Neurology: Multiple Sclerosis 2010 Edition has already established itself as a truly living
source of knowledge and information for time-pressed neurologists and other clinicians,” said Patty Peterson,
CCMEP,Senior Vice President at Projects In Knowledge. “The iPhone app now puts this information
immediately into their hands wherever they happen to be—office, hospital, home, car, airport, or any remote
location—enabling them to keep current on the latest MS news, research data, and treatment advances that they
can incorporate into daily practice.”

Utilizing Projects In Knowledge’s proprietary electronic platform, Living Medical Textbook is an educational
resource focused on a single specialty area and organized into a progressive series of chapters that enable easy
navigation and reference. Supportive hyperlinks within each chapter page provide access to illustrations,
videos, journal articles, podcasts, glossary terms, online textbooks, and other multimedia resources to enhance
understanding of relevant issues, adding clarity and depth of expertise that a printed textbook could never
afford. Updated as new data emerge and having undergone the scientific rigor of peer review, the Living
Medical Textbook provides timely accuracy unsurpassed by traditional textbooks.

“The unique ability to be current at a moment’s notice is what sets the Living Medical Textbook free iPhone
app apart from printed medical books,” said Ms. Peterson. “When new information and data are reported from
medical conferences, scientific journals, or media outlets, we can add, remove, or replace the hyperlinks as
needed, and update any of the content, to deliver the most current material to the learner.”

The iPhone app can be downloaded for free on the Living Medical Textbook Neurology: Multiple Sclerosis
2010 Edition website (www.livingmedicaltextbook.org/1945).

The next Projects In Knowledge activity to be released as an iPhone app is Living Medical Textbook
Neurology: Parkinson’s Disease Edition, due out shortly. Apps for additional editions are coming soon. All
editions of Living Medical Textbook, including the iPhone versions, offer free CME/CE/CPE credit.

About Projects In Knowledge
Projects In Knowledge is a fully accredited provider of cutting-edge, innovative educational activities for
physicians and other clinicians. Since its founding in 1980, the company’s mission has been to improve the
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quality of healthcare in the United States and abroad by delivering the highest quality professional education,
with demonstrated results, to physicians and other clinical professionals using creative, effective, and easily
accessible instructional modalities. To learn more about us and to view all of our CME/CE programs, please
visit our website: www.projectsinknowledge.com.

Projects In Knowledge is a registered trademark of Projects In Knowledge, Inc.

Contact:
Patty Peterson
Senior Vice President
Projects In Knowledge
973-200-2523
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Contact Information
Patty Peterson
Projects In Knowledge
http://www.projectsinknowledge.com
973-200-2523

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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